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What if instead of racing against the clock, you could deliver 
on time, every time? With fierce competition, you must be able 
to get to market quickly and do a better job matching up 
supply with demand. No matter how complex your supply 
chain, you must respond faster to change, reduce excess 
inventory, and cut costs. Even more importantly, your 
customers expect what you promised, when you promised it. 
You can deliver all this and more with an ERP solution that 
helps you improve productivity—both in the office and on 
the shop floor. Infor® CloudSuite Industrial (SyteLine®) is that 
ERP solution.
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MANUFACTURING

8Rc�Rg_RaWR]PR�OdWZc�W]

Developed by experts in discrete 
manufacturing, Infor CloudSuite 
Industrial (SyteLine) has more 
than 30 years of experience built 
in. You can be confident you’ve 
got the tools you need to get the 
job done, and that you’re getting 
it all from an experienced 
support team.

With Infor CloudSuite Industrial, 
you can define your own 
business processes to make
the system your own instead of 
letting it dictate those processes 
to you. You’ll find it easier to deal 
with daily disruptions from 
employees, equipment, and 
suppliers thanks to the 
manufacturing best practices 
and process flows that are 
embedded within Infor 
CloudSuite Industrial.
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What if you could know the exact delivery date when an order 
is placed? What if you could order what you need at the time 
you need it? And what if you knew in advance how an 
unplanned order would affect your other customer orders, 
capacity, material requirements, and cost of manufacturing?
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With Infor CloudSuite Industrial, you can do all that and more. 
You’ll no longer have to deal with unreliable, outdated 
processes for monitoring customer demand, scheduling 
delivery dates, and tracking resources. You can see 
everything you need to see at the time it happens, so you can 
make better decisions, faster. No matter the size, scope, or 
scale of your company, Infor CloudSuite Industrial can be 
configured to meet your company’s operational needs.

You'll be able to:

˂ ?MYR�Wc�h^da�^f]—Fine-tune your ERP system on the fly 
and create a tool that solves your day-to-day business 
challenges, quickly and efficiently.

˂ 8Rc�OMPY�c^�f^aY—When an unexpected order parachutes 
onto your production floor, you can adjust your current 
schedule so you can deliver all of your orders on time, 
without interruption.

˂ 3R�P^]SWQR]c—You’ll know you have the tools you need to 
get the job done. And you’ll know you’re getting them from 
an experienced team that has what it takes, knows what to 
do, and knows manufacturing.

A_RaMcR�\^aR�RSSWPWR]cZh
Whether you are a small to mid-size manufacturer with mixed 
mode processes or an enterprise-size OEM with a complex 
MTO and ETO business model, Infor CloudSuite Industrial can 
help you operate more efficiently.
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2QeM]PRQ�_ZM]]W]U�M]Q�bPVRQdZW]U�͈2BE͉—Find out if you 
have the materials, people, machines, and tools you need to 
manufacture an item. And continually monitor demand as it 
occurs. Before you commit to an unplanned order, see the 
ripple effect it will have on your schedule and your shop floor, 
so you can reset expectations with existing customers. If a 
machine goes down, you can update production schedules 
quickly. In the process, you’ll boost productivity, improve 
order accuracy, increase on-time delivery-and keep your 
customers happy.

4^\_ZRg�_a^QdPc�P^]SWUdaMcW^]—Make sure your production 
department can handle configured orders and that you can 
provide accurate configured orders to customers.

?McRaWMZb�M]Q�W]eR]c^ah�\M]MUR\R]c—Would you like to 
reduce your inventory while avoiding shortages? With Infor 
CloudSuite Industrial, you can buy what you need, when you 
need it. You can also do away with side systems, which are 
difficult and costly to maintain. Plus you can shorten order 
entry time, eliminate duplicate orders, cut down on costly data 
entry errors, and make sure data is consistent-leaving you 
with more time to grow your business.

4dbc^\Ra�\M]MUR\R]c—Manage all aspects of your 
relationships with customers and prospects, from estimating 
to invoicing.
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2__ZWPMcW^]�ReR]c�bhbcR\—Customize your system without 
modifying your source code, and improve your workflow in 
the process. When you upgrade your system, you’ll 
automatically upgrade your customizations at the same time.

?WPa^b^ScΟOMbRQ�bhbcR\—With familiar tools and common 
navigation, you’ll save time on implementation, customization, 
and training. Plus your IT staff will be able to focus on strategic 
projects rather than tactical issues. Not only that, you’ll be able 
to draw from a huge talent pool that knows how to work with 
a Microsoft-based system.

6QdPMcW^]MZ�c^^Zb—Get your Infor CloudSuite Industrial users 
up to speed quickly with Infor Implementation Accelerator and 
Infor Campus, an Internet-based learning solution. You'll 
speed up implementation and reduce the burden on your
IT staff.

D^ZROMbRQ�W]S^a\McW^]—Get all the information you need to 
do your job in a single screen. For example, if you’re a 
production planner, you’ll get data that helps you manage 
planned vs. actual production, unplanned scrap by reason, 
resource utilization, and on-time completion.

3RccRa�dbRa�Rg_RaWR]PRb—Personalize your user interface (UI) 
to fit your particular industry, team, or an individual user. Add, 
remove, and edit fields, labels, and complete screens without 
having to call on IT for help. Get the information you need, 
when you need it, with easy-to-use grid forms. Plus, reduce or 
eliminate costly modifications to personalized features when 
you upgrade your system.

6Mbh�W]cRUaMcW^]�^S�]Rf�P^\_M]WRb—If you bought a new 
business today, could you have it up and running quickly? 
With Infor CloudSuite industrial, you can add a new company 
to your organizational structure, replicate your data, and be 
good to go−while you continue business as usual. Plus, when 
you sell off an old business, you can easily separate data. And 
you can go to one place for financial information, since your 
financial reporting solution is integrated.

5R_Z^h�h^da�b^ZdcW^]�bMSRZh�
M]Q�bRPdaRZh�W]�cVR�PZ^dQ
You can deploy Infor CloudSuite Industrial on-premise or in 
the cloud. To deploy in the cloud, all you need is an Internet 
connection and a subscription to cloud-based Infor 
CloudSuite Industrial. Plus, you can expand Infor CloudSuite 
Industrial to any location you want—without IT involvement— 
thanks to Infor’s advanced cloud computing technology. 
Best of all, you can combine and multiply the performance- 
enhancing and cost-cutting benefits of Infor CloudSuite 
Industrial by subscribing to it through the Infor cloud 
computing platform.

8Rc�cVR�_^fRa�^S�;]S^a�4Z^dQEdWcR�;]QdbcaWMZ�
MZ^]U�fWcV͛
DRZWMOWZWch�M]Q�UdMaM]cRRQ�_RaS^a\M]PR—Attain the 
processing power and bandwidth you need to keep your 
business running.

@^�]RRQ�c^�Odh�VMaQfMaR—Concentrate on your business 
instead of technical details. When you run CloudSuite 
Industrial as an Infor cloud computing solution, your account 
will be hosted on datacenters that are maintained and 
optimized by certified experts.

ERPdaWch—Survive and keep operating in any worst-case 
scenario with the help of full redundancy and world-class 
disaster recovery systems. Plus, get the latest and most 
powerful defenses against intrusion, hacking, and 
unauthorized access.

G]ZW\WcRQ͜�W]bcM]cM]R^db�Ua^fcV�_^cR]cWMZ—Get your 
business software solution to your expanded facilities and 
new locations ahead of you—with as many seats and sites as 
you need—anytime, anywhere.
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Complexity and competition continue to increase in discrete 
manufacturing. Personalize your enterprise resource planning 
system, focus on your work, and be confident you’ve got the 
right software and support team for the job—all with Infor 
CloudSuite Industrial.

7RRZ�P^]SWQR]c
With Infor CloudSuite Industrial you can feel confident you've 
got the tools you need to get the job done—and that you're 
getting it all from an experienced support team. Personalize 
your enterprise resource planning system, focus on your 
work, and be confident you've got the right software and 
support team for the job.

Because built-in processes go to work for you 
mmediately, you’ll:

˂ Go to market faster.

˂ Deliver products on time.

˂ Do more with less.

˂ Reduce the impact of change.
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